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Preventive Products Prophy Angles - Disposable • Propby Angles - Reusable

UPGRADE DISPOSABLE 
PROPHY ANGLES
SULTAN HEALTHCARE

Upgrade Disposable Prophy
Angle's webbed and ribbed
prophy cup adapts to tooth
contours and provides splatter
control. Upgrade uses beveled
gears designed specifically for
angle applications. Because the
gears share a common pitch
there is no speed fluctuation when the gears are
engaged. The results are less noise, less vibration,
less heat and a longer life. 

Soft, Gray
9528630  100/Pkg. [AD30101]                        
9528644  1200/Pkg. [AD30502]                    

Soft, Multi-Color
9528632   100/Pkg. [30106]                            
9528645   1200/Pkg. [30506]                         

Firm, White
9528628   100/Pkg. [AD30100]                       
9528642   1200/Pkg. [AD30503]                        WATERPIK WIZARD PROPHY

ANGLE W/ LF CUP
AND BRUSH
WATERPIK 

The unique cup and brush combination
gently polishes teeth. It removes stains
efficiently, especially from occlusal
surfaces and interproximal spaces. The
Wizard's latex-free, spiral cup minimizes
splatter while the soft blue cup makes
contoured cleaning easy and maximizes patient
comfort. 

Blue
8382530   125/Pkg. [20005474]                      
8382532   1000/Pkg. [20005475]                      

WATERPIK DENSCO PROPHY
ANGLES
WATERPIK   

Waterpik Densco Prophy Angles
feature a unique reverse helix rib
design to reduce splatter and
efficiently remove stains. Densco
disposable prophy angles are made
of high-strength nylon components
and a dry natural rubber prophy cup. 

Soft, Blue
8242020  125/Box [18100]                               
8242024  1000/Box [018100-01M]                 

Soft Latex-Free, Green
8242182   125/Box [18125]                               

Firm Natural Rubber, Yellow
8242022   125/Box [18150]                               

w/ Tapered Brush
8242019   100/Box [BRH175]

VERA DISPOSABLE PROPHY
ANGLES
YOUNG DENTAL
Vera by Young has a compact prophy
angle head and slim neck. These
unique features are designed to
deliver maneuverability and access in
the mouth during polishing. The Vera
by Young Contra offers the same
benefits of the original Vera by Young
prophy angle, but with a 17 degree back bend
designed for improved comfort while polishing.
This prophy angle allows for easy reach and access
in a variety of clinical situations, such as tight
buccal mucosa, small mouths, third molars and the
distal region of posterior molars. The Vera Contra
features Young's Elite Original Cup, with outer
ridges designed for enhanced stain removal and
reduced splatter or the Petite Web for those who
prefer a short, soft cup. 

Classic Petite Web
9442146   125/Pkg. [120025]                              
9442148   750/Pkg. [120075]                             

Classic Elite Original
9442150   125/Pkg. [121025]                              
9442152   750/Pkg. [121075]                              

Contra Petite Web
9442226  125/Pkg. [160025]                              
9442228  750/Pkg. [160075]                            

Contra Elite Original
9442227   125/Pkg. [161025]                               
9442229  750/Pkg. [161075]                               

ZOOBY DISPOSABLE 
PROPHY ANGLES
DENTICATOR

Zooby's Disposable
Prophy Angle puts the fun
into young patient care.
The soft web, latex-free
cup fits all slow speed
handpieces. The angles
come in five animal
designs (Penguin, Tiger,
Zebra, Cheetah and Flamingo), so your patients
can pick their favorite each visit. 

100/Box
9442092  [575010]                                              

500/Box
9442093  [575650]                                              

FIVE-STAR PROPHY
ANGLES
STARDENTAL

Five Star Prophy Angles are for low-speed
handpieces. The angles are available in
stainless steel titan 3 or titanium titan-t.
The lubefree angles include 3 rings. 

Stainless Steel Titan 3
8944065  Lubricated [263176]                        
8944130   Lube Free [265801]                        

Titanium Titan-T             
8944196   Lubricated [263945]                       

CARE-FREE
PROPHY ANGLES
YOUNG DENTAL

Young Dental’s Care-Free prophy 
angle is a convenient, hassle-free metal 
angle that can save time by eliminating
the typical maintenance associated with prophy
angles. You simply wipe with a disinfectant and
sterilize. 

5/Pkg.
9441998   [018005]

PROPHY ANGLES—
REUSABLE

AUTOCLAVABLE METAL
PROPHY ANGLES
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby Autoclavable Metal Prophy Angles
are reusable prophy angles that can be
autoclaved after each use.  They work
with a wide variety of prophy cups and
brushes and are a great alternative to disposable
prophy angles.  Darby Autoclavable Metal Prophy
Angles are offered in both snap on and screw 
on styles.  

Screw Type
9514630 Deluxe 
9514634 Screw Type 

Snap On
9514633 Ecomony  
9514635 Deluxe 

VANTAGE PROPHY ANGLES
INTEGRA MILTEX   

Vantage autoclavable
prophy angles feature
external oil holes
permitting oiling without 
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